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Abstract
The multi-peg Towers of Hanoi problem is still open. No provably optimal constructive algo-
rithm to solve the problem is known. The minimum number of moves required is also unknown.
This paper analyses the properties of an optimal algorithm and presents a deterministic algo-
rithm to solve the problem. An execution trace of the algorithm is given. An important conjecture
called the serialization conjecture is presented. The proposed algorithm is proved to be optimal
subject to the validity of the conjecture. c© 2000 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
The Towers of Hanoi problem is one of the many combinatorial problems that
have been inspiring research interests of computer scientists and mathematicians for
decades. Although the classical problem which involves only one accessory peg is
well solved in the literature the multi-peg generalization of the problem involving two
or more accessory pegs remains open. The main challenges to algorithm designers
in this context have been to nd an expression for the minimum number of moves
required and to design a logically sophisticated algorithm to solve the problem using
only the optimal number of moves. This paper analyzes some important characteristics
of an optimal algorithm and presents a constructive algorithm to solve the problem. One
of the main motivating factors leading to the design of the algorithm is the author’s
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conjecture, called the serialization conjecture, pertaining to the existence of a very
special type of an optimal algorithm. The algorithm proposed in this paper has been
proved to be optimal in terms on of the number of moves subject to the validity of this
conjecture. Some related and useful results which hold irrespective of the correctness of
the conjecture have also been proved. Throughout this paper an optimal algorithm will
mean an algorithm that solves the problem by using the minimum number of moves.
The multi-peg Towers of Hanoi problem is presented in Section 2. Section 3 explores
some related research work. Notation and denitions used in this paper are included in
Section 4. Section 5 analyses the characteristics of the problem which were instrumental
in designing the proposed algorithm. The algorithm, named DDD (after Deterministic
Distribution of Disks), is presented in Section 6. Some numeric gures corresponding
to the expressions used in DDD are tabulated in Section 7 for a quick appreciation of
the major steps involved in the algorithm. Section 8 shows an execution trace. Section 9
draws concluding remarks.
2. Multi-peg Towers of Hanoi problem
The classical Towers of Hanoi problem involves three pegs { the source peg, the
destination peg, and an accessory peg. A stack of n disks of distinct sizes is initially
available at the source peg in diminishing order of their sizes from bottom to top. The
problem is to transfer this entire stack of n disks from the source peg to the destination
peg by using the minimum number of moves subject to the following rules regarding
valid movement of disks:
(a) Disks can be moved one at a time from any peg to any other peg.
(b) Only the topmost disk of any peg can be moved and it has to be placed on top
of a peg.
(c) A larger disk cannot be placed on a smaller disk.
The multi-peg Towers of Hanoi problem is a generalized version of this classical
problem in the sense that the number of accessory pegs need not be restricted to one
and it may be an arbitrary positive integer. Other rules and constraints remain same as
those of the classical problem.
An instance of the multi-peg problem is specied by two positive integers n and p
specifying the number of disks and the number of accessory pegs, respectively. The
total number of pegs including the source and the destination pegs is thus p+ 2. The
value of p for the classical problem is 1.
3. Related work
The multi-peg Towers of Hanoi problem is still open. Newman-Wolfe [5] obtained
some lower and upper bounds on the number of moves for dierent ranges of the num-
ber of pegs. Boardman et al. [1, 2] had given a recursive formulation for computing
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the number of moves. Interestingly, it is not known whether the number of moves
given in Boardman’s formulation is optimal and no evidence to the contrary is avail-
able either. In Boardman’s approach the computation of the number of moves has
been carried out in a typical trial and error-based pseudo-exhaustive framework of
dynamic programming. In fact, the partitioning of the number of disks into dierent
accessory pegs in order to make the bottommost disk moveable has been found out by
a pseudo-exhaustive enumeration rather than by a deterministic time-saving algorithm.
Consequently, the resultant combinatorial explosion makes the computation unmanage-
able even when the numbers of disks and pegs are not large say, an instance involving
a 100 disks and ve accessory pegs. A discussion on the solutions to similar recursive
formulations is available in [3]. Gupta et al. [4] have proposed a scheme to speed
up the computation involved in Boardman’s formulation while keeping the recursive
formulation essentially unchanged. Sarkar [6] discusses an application of the problem
in modeling a variant of cargo loading problem.
The crux of the problem appears to be the determination of an optimal distribution
of the top n− 1 disks of the source peg onto the available accessory pegs in order to
allow the bottommost disk to move to its destination. Once an ecient algorithm for
this distribution is known the original problem can be eciently solved by a divide-
and-conquer algorithm in a recursive framework. To the best of the author’s knowledge
no provably optimal deterministic algorithm for the distribution of disks exists in the
literature. Known algorithms for solving the multi-peg Towers of Hanoi problem are far
from logical and elegant in nature because of their inherent trial and error approaches
in dealing with the distribution phase. The present paper attempts to logically establish
how the disks should be distributed in an optimal algorithm and presents a constructive
algorithm which is proved to be optimal subject to the validity of the serialization
conjecture.
4. Notation and denitions
MPTOH(n; p) The multi-peg Towers of Hanoi problem with n disks
d1; d2; : : : ; dn and p accessory pegs, that is, p + 2 pegs in all
including the source and the destination pegs. Disk di, denoting
the ith disk, is smaller than di+1, 16i<n. Unless specied other-
wise, the pegs will be referred to by pegs[i], 06i6p+1, where
pegs[0] denotes the source peg, pegs[p+ 1] the destination peg,
and pegs[i], 16i6p, the ith accessory peg.
N (k; p) = 1 for k = 0; p>1;
=
pP
ak−1=1
ak−1P
ak−2=1
  
a3P
a2=1
a2P
a1=1
a1P
a0=1
1 for k>1; p>1:
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T (i; p)
iP
k=0
N (k; p)
X (i; p)
pP
q=1
T (i; q)
Type(i) disk A disk is of Type(i) if it undergoes exactly 2i moves
in a solution.
MaxType(n;p) Largest integer i such that T (i;p)6n
V (i;p)
iP
k=0
2kN (k;p)
f(n;p) V (i;p) + 2i+1(n− T (i;p)), where i=MaxType(n;p):
PurePeg(i;m) A peg is called PurePeg(i;m) if it presently contains only
the disks di; di+1; di+2; : : : ; di+m−1. That is, the peg contains
m consecutive disks with the topmost one being di.
goal-consistent disk A disk di is said to be goal-consistent if for all j;
i6j6n; dj is presently lying on the destination peg.
5. Motivations of algorithm DDD
In this section, the motivating characteristics of the multi-peg Towers of Hanoi prob-
lem which played key roles in conceiving algorithm DDD are analyzed. The detailed
algorithm is presented in Section 6.
Consider the MPTOH(n; p) problem which involves n disks and p accessory pegs.
In any optimal algorithm, the bottommost disk dn undergoes exactly one move direct
from the source to the destination peg (see Theorem 1(i)). At the time when dn is
about to undergo this move the remaining n−1 disks, namely d1; d2; : : : ; dn−1 must be
lying on the p accessory pegs. Let ni denote the number of disks thus lying on the ith
accessory peg, i=1; 2; : : : ; p. Without any loss of generality, it will be assumed that
ni>ni+1 for all i=1; 2; : : : ; p− 1 as the accessory pegs can always be suitably labeled
to meet this requirement. This leads to the rst problem of determining these ni’s in
an optimal algorithm. It is easy to see that ni>0 and
P
i=1;:::;p ni= n− 1. Once these
values are known the next problem is to identify the specic disks which constitute the
set of ni disks occupying the ith accessory peg, 16i6p. Finally, the algorithm must
actually move the top n− 1 disks in accordance with this partitioning from the source
peg to the p accessory pegs in order to move dn from the source to the destination.
This task of partitioning n−1 disks into p sets as above and placing those such that the
ith peg contains ni disks as explained will be referred to as the distribution problem. It
is easy to see that any optimal algorithm for MPTOH(n; p) must solve the distribution
problem by using the minimum possible number of moves. Having optimally solved
the distribution problem any optimal algorithm will have to move dn to the destination
peg by a single move and then optimally move the n − 1 distributed disks from the
accessory pegs to the destination. As mentioned in Section 3, known algorithms for
solving MPTOH(n; p) involve time-consuming trial-and-error components in dealing
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with the distribution phase. Moroever, the optimality of their distribution policy also
remained unanswered.
The present work is based on a conjecture of the author (see serialization conjec-
ture later in this section) which essentially states there exists an optimal algorithm
where the distribution will be carried out in such a manner that disks on any peg are
consecutive and that the topmost disk of any accessory peg and the bottommost disk
of the previous peg are themselves consecutive. The present work captures such an
algorithm. It establishes the optimal values for the ni’s subject to the validity of the
conjecture. The analysis leading to this computation reveals that the number of moves
undergone by any disk must be some non-negative integral power of 2. To this end a
disk was dened to be of Type(i) if it has to undergo exactly 2i moves in a solution.
The maximum possible number of Type(i) disks is then derived for any i>0. This has
been captured through the expression for N (k; p) (see Section 4 and Theorems 3 and
4 later). If an algorithm can ensure it had this maximum possible number of Type(i)
disks if it had any disk of Type(j), where j>i then the algorithm must be optimal.
The distribution policy and subsequent strategy of rebuilding all disks on the desti-
nation peg adopted by DDD collectively ensure this property, that is, the algorithm
would never encounter a Type(i+1) disk unless it had the maximum possible number
of Type(i) disks for any i; i>0.
In what follows, Theorems 1 and 2 bring out some important properties of any
optimal algorithm. These two theorems in conjunction with the serialization conjecture
and Theorem 3 presented next form the backbone of algorithm DDD. The algorithm is
detailed in Section 6, The optimality issues of DDD are then addressed in Theorems 4
and 5.
Theorem 1. Any optimal algorithm for solving MPTOH(n; p) must satisfy the
following:
(i) The disk dn must be a Type(0) disk.
(ii) No disk undergoes any further move after becoming goal-consistent once.
(iii) If x is the total number of moves made when dn is about to be moved then the
total number of moves in the solution is 2x + 1.
(iv) Any disk undergoes either only one move or an even number of moves in the
solution.
Proof of (i). Suppose dn undergoes at least two moves. Let the rst move be from pegs
[0] to pegs[i], i 6= 0 and the second move be from pegs[i] to pegs[j]; j=0; 1; 2; : : : ;
p+1. Since dn is the largest disk, at the time of the second move pegs[j] must have
been empty and pegs[i] must have contained only dn. The second move resulted in
pegs[j] containing only dn and pegs[i] becoming empty. The conguration of all p+2
pegs as seen after the second move could have been achieved by interchanging the
roles of pegs[i] and pegs[j] from the very beginning while retaining all other moves.
As a result, the second move could be done away with in the optimal algorithm. Hence
the contradiction.
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Proof of (ii). Let i correspond to the largest index such that di undergoes further
movements after becoming goal-consistent once. From Theorem 1(i) it follows i<n.
Consider the scenario when di moves to the destination peg for the rst time. By the
denition of goal-consistency all other disks which may move before di moves again
must have index less than i. So, their movements are not restricted at all by the present
placement of di. Hence, the optimal algorithm would make at least two more redundant
moves of di by moving it out to the destination peg in future without any saving in
the number of moves of any other disks. Hence, in the algorithm di must not move
after becoming goal-consistent once.
Proof of (iii). Suppose x moves have already been made and then dn is moved to the
destination peg. At this stage the destination peg contains only dn and so the availability
of the destination peg to other disks is not aected. By interchanging the roles of the
destination peg and source peg and by executing these x moves in reverse order the
n − 1 distributed disks can be reassembled on the destination peg. The reassembling
cannot be done in y (y<x) moves because then the reversal of these moves could be
applied to perform the distribution in y rather than x moves and the algorithm would
not have been optimal. Hence, counting the move for dn, the total number of moves
needed by the algorithm is 2x + 1.
Proof of (iv). Follows directly from (i) and (iii) above depending on whether the disk
needed to undergo any move at all during the distribution phase.
Theorem 2. Any optimal algorithm for solving MPTOH(n; p) must satisfy the
following:
(i) The number of Type(0) disks is exactly 1.
(ii) If at any intermediate point in course of the algorithm a disk is not the bottom-
most disk in a peg then the disk undergoes at least 2 more moves for becoming
goal-consistent.
(iii) The maximum number of Type(1) disk is p.
Proof of (i). When dn moves to the destination peg all other disks must have undergone
at least one move in the process of moving out of the source peg. Those disks will
need at least one more move each for moving to the destination peg. Moreover, from
theorem 1(i) it is seen that dn is a Type(0) disk. Hence the result.
Proof of (ii). Let di be any such disk. Two cases need to be considered to complete
the proof.
Case 1: Suppose the next move of di is to the destination peg. Since di was not
the bottommost disk of a peg prior to this movement, di will have to come out of the
destination peg later in order to make the disk(s) lying below di goal-consistent rst.
So di would undergo at least three more moves for becoming goal-consistent.
Case 2: Suppose di next moves to a peg other than the destination peg. At least
one more move would be required for it to become goal-consistent.
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Proof of (iii). Consider the scenario when dn has just moved to the destination peg.
All other disks have undergone at least one move by now. By (ii) above, only the
disks lying at the bottom of all pegs excluding the source and the destination could
possibly become goal-consistent through one more move. The number of such disks
cannot exceed p. It may be observed that the bottommost disk of the source peg (if
any) must be excluded because it must have already undergone two moves in the
process of going out and coming back to its position at the source peg. Hence the
result follows from (ii).
Conjecture 1 (serialization conjecture). Let ni; 16i6p, be the number of disks lying
on the ith accessory peg at the end of the distribution phase of an optimal algo-
rithm for solving MPTOH(n; p), where ni>ni+1 for 16i<p, and
P
i=1;:::;p ni= n−1.
There exists an optimal algorithm where at the end of the distribution phase the
rst accessory peg is PurePeg(1; n1) and the ith accessory peg is PurePeg(1 +P
j=1;:::; i−1 nj; ni); 26i6p.
Theorem 3. If the serialization conjecture holds then the underlying optimal algo-
rithm that exists for solving MPTOH(n; p) satises the following properties.
(i) Each disk is a Type(i) disk for a suitable non-negative integral value of i.
(ii) The number of Type(i) disks is at most N (i; p); i>0.
(iii) There is at least one disk of Type(i); i>limit; where
limit =MaxType(n; p) if T (MaxType(n; p); p)= n [Case 1]
=MaxType(n; p) + 1 if T (MaxType(n; p); p)<n [Case 2]
(iv) The number of disks distributed from the source peg to the p accessory pegs
involving only Type(1); Type(2); : : : ;Type(i + 1) disks is at most X (i; p); i>0.
(v) The total number of moves in the solution is at least f(n; p).
Proof of (i). Consider any disk dr . If r= n then the result is proved (see
Theorem 1(i)). Suppose r<n. Assume that after the distribution phase dr is placed
in jth accessory peg, that is, on pegs [j], 16j6p. It follows from the serializa-
tion conjecture pegs 1; 2; : : : ; j − 1 are by now occupied by disks which are smaller
than dr . Let m be the number of moves undergone by dr during the distribution phase.
By Theorem 1(iii), the total number of moves for dr is 2m. The distribution of nj disks
for pegs [j] is equivalent to an instance of MPTOH(n−Pi=1;:::; j−1 ni; p − (j − 1)),
where the j − 1 occupied pegs are excluded from the consideration and the roles of
the jth peg and the destination peg are exchanged. By Theorem 1(iv), m will be either
1 or an even number. Hence, the total number of moves undergone by dr is either 2
or 22t. By recursively applying this logic t can easily be seen to be of the form 2u for
some u>0. Hence the result.
Proof of (ii) (by induction). By Theorem 2(i) and the denition of N ( ) the result holds
for i=0. By Theorem 2(iii), the result holds for i=1 as well. Suppose the result holds
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for i=0; 1; : : : ; v−1 and consider the case when i= v. If v>1 then the associated disks
must have been distributed on the accessory pegs. It is easy to see that the Type(v) disks
are only those which would undergo exactly 2v−1 moves during the distribution phase.
By the serialization conjecture, the distribution for peg j is equivalent to solving an
instance of MPTOH(nj; p− (j−1)); j=1; 2; : : : ; p, which by the induction hypothesis
would have at most N (v − 1; p − j + 1) number of Type(v − 1) disks. These are
exactly the disks which would undergo 2v−1 moves during the distribution phase with
respect to the original problem, namely, MPTOH(n; p). Summing over all values of
j=1; 2; : : : ; p the total number of Type(v) disks becomes
N (v; p)=
pP
j=1
N (v− 1; p− j + 1)=
pP
j=1
N (v− 1; j); v>1:
Hence the result holds for i= v as well. It may be noted that the argument presented
holds for any value of p.
Proof of (iii). It may be observed from its denition in Section 4 that T (i; p) has
been obtained simply by adding the maximum possible number of disks of Type(0),
Type(1), and so on up to Type(i). Hence limit captures the largest i such that there is
at least one disk of Type(limit). If Case 1 holds then the algorithm may possibly avoid
disks of type higher than limit provided of course it nds the full quota of N (i; p)
disks of Type(i) for all i6limit. Case 2 indicates the number of Type(limit) disks may
be less than N (limit; p).
Proof of (iv). Due to the serialization conjecture, it is apparent that the task of distribut-
ing disks on any accessory peg is itself an instance of an MPTOH with an appropriate
number of available accessory pegs. It is apparent that a disk is of Type(i) with respect
to this augmented instance of MPTOH if and only if it is of Type(i+ 1) with respect
to the original instance of MPTOH. Hence the result follows from the denition of
X ( ) in Section 4.
Proof of (v). From (iii) above it is obvious that if Case 1 holds total number of moves
is at least V (r; p), where r=MaxType(n; p). If Case 2 holds then there are at least
(n − T (r; p)) disks of Type(r + 1) or of a higher type which would need at least
2r+1(n− T (r; p)) more moves. Hence the result.
6. Algorithm DDD for solving MPTOH(n; p)
The serialization conjecture talked about the existence of an optimal algorithm. The
present paper proves DDD to be one such algorithm. In order to solve MPTOH(n; p) al-
gorithm DDD deterministically decides how the topmost n−1 disks (namely, d1; d2; : : : ;
dn−1) of the source peg are to be distributed onto the p accessory pegs before moving
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the bottommost disk dn to its destination in conformity with Theorem 3. The desired
stacking of these n − 1 disks onto the p accessory pegs is then achieved by treating
the accessory pegs in the sequential order of their indexes. The disk dn is now moved
from the source to the destination peg by a single move. The disks on the accessory
pegs are then to be moved to the destination peg. This is accomplished by reusing the
same moves used to distribute these disks from the source peg to the accessory pegs
in the reverse order with trivial modications. The modication amounts to exchanging
the roles of \from" and \to" in each move and also exchanging the roles of source
and destination pegs whenever any of these two is encountered in a move. This is
equivalent to undoing the distribution of a stack of n − 1 disks from the source peg
to the accessory pegs using the same number of moves except that the stack is rebuilt
on the destination rather than on the source peg by this undoing process. This justies
the logic of reusing the moves of distribution along with its associated exchanges. The
algorithm is presented below in an imperative pseudo-code similar to the C language.
As DDD progresses it needs to dynamically redene which pegs are currently playing
the roles of the source, destination, and accessory pegs as it goes deeper into recursion.
The parameters would have the following interpretation: MPTOH(n; p) would involve
p+2 pegs in all which will be numbered from 0 to p+1. The array pegs [0 : : : p+1]
would keep track of the roles of the pegs { pegs[0] would contain the index of the
source peg, pegs[p + 1] that of the destination peg, and pegs[1 : : : p] those of the
p accessory pegs, respectively. Steps A{C written against codes are for the ease of
following the execution trace given in Section 8.
Finally, MPTOH(n; p) would be solved by calling DDD(n; p; pegs[ ]), where pegs[i]
had been initialized with i; 06i6p+ 1.
Void DDD(int n, intp, int pegs[0 : : : p+ 1])
f
if (n=1)f
MakeMove(pegs[0], pegs[p+ 1]); = Step A.
Procedure MakeMove (i; j) is intended to mean the physical
movement of the topmost disk from peg i to peg j. =
return;
g
Distribute(n− 1; p; h); = Procedure distribute(n− 1; p; h[ ]) decides how
the top n− 1 disks of the source peg are to be dis-
tributed onto the p accessory pegs. At the end, h[i]
would contain ni, the number of disks that should
be stacked onto the ith peg, that is, on pegs[i],
i=1; 2; : : : ; p: =
= The for loop below does the actual distribution.=
for (i=1; (i<=p && h[i]>0); i++) f= Stack h[i], that is ni, disks on peg
pegs[i] =
for (j=1; j<=p+1− i; j++)
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newpegs[j] = pegs[j+i];
=pegs[0] : : :pegs[i − 1] are already occupied by now.
pegs[i+1]   pegs[p+1] are to be used as
accessory pegs. =
newpegs[0]=pegs[0]; = source peg remains same as before =
newpegs[p+2− i] = pegs[i]; =pegs[i] is the destination peg now =
DDD(h[i]; p+1− i, newpegs[ ]); =Recursively Build a stack of ni disks
on pegs[i] =
g = for i =
= Source peg now contains only dn. =
MakeMove (pegs[0], pegs[p+1]; = Step B: Move dn from source to destination.
All disks lying on the accessory pegs are to be taken to the destination
peg. This is done by the \undoing process" explained earlier in Section 6
that essentially uses the same number of moves used at the distribution
phase. =
UndoDistribution(pegs[0],pegs[p+ 1]; n− 1); =Step C:
Makes all moves used for stacking n− 1 disks in the above for loop in the
reverse order after exchanging the roles of source and destination pegs.
UndoDistribution(s; d; k) eects the undoing process involving the
re-stacking of k disks after exchanging the roles of pegs s and d.=
g
Void Distribute(int n, intp, int h[ ])
=Distribute n disks onto p accessory pegs. Compute h[i]; the
number of disks (that is; ni) to go to the ith accessory peg; i=1; 2; : : : ; p=
f
i=minimum j>=0 such that X (j; p)>=n;
=Only Type(1);Type(1); : : : ;Type(i + 1) disks are
involved.=
type i disks= n− X (i − 1; p); =Exact number of Type(i + 1) disks.=
for (j=1; j<=p; j++)
h[j] =T (i − 1; p+ 1− j); =Each accessory peg receives its full quota
of Type(1); : : : ;Type(i) disks=
for (j=1; type i disks>0; j++) f
=All pegs may not have their full quota of Type(i + 1) disks.
Allocate available Type(i + 1) disks onto available accessory pegs
in the natural sequence until all Type(i + 1) disks get allocated.=
temp=min ftype i disks, N (i; p+ 1− j)g;
h[j] + = temp; =Number of Type(i + 1) disks to go to the jth accessory
peg.=
type i disks− = temp; =Remaining number of Type(i + 1) disks.=
g
g
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Theorem 4. Algorithm DDD solves MPTOH(n; p) while satisfying the following
properties:
(i) Each disk is a Type(i) disk for some non-negative integral value of i.
(ii) The number of Type(i) disks is exactly equal to N (i; p) for all i; 06i<limit;
where limit is as dened in (iii) below.
(iii) The solution involves only disks of Type(i); i6limit; where
limit = MaxType(n; p) if T (MaxType(n; p); p)= n [Case 1]
= MaxType(n; p) + 1; if T (MaxType(n; p); p)<n [Case 2]
(iv) The number of disks distributed from the source peg to the p accessory pegs
involving only Type(1); : : : ;Type(i+1) disks is exactly equal to X (i; p); i<limit−
1; where limit is as dened in (iii).
(v) The total number of moves used in the solution is equal to f(n; p).
Proof. It can be observed that while attempting the distribution of n − 1 disks DDD
rst nds limit (or i + 1 as computed in routine Distribute) and the full quota of
Type(1);Type(2); : : : ;Type(i) disks are distributed. This proves (ii) and (iv). The re-
maining disks are distributed as Type(i + 1) disks. This proves (iii). It may be noted
that depending on the value of n, Case 2 might be encountered which essentially
would mean the number of Type(i + 1) disks would be less than its full quota which
is N (i+1; p). Any disk which had undergone the distribution phase executes the same
number of moves once the bottommost disk is moved to destination because of the
undoing process. This holds recursively during its distribution as well. This proves (i).
The proof of (v) is now trivial.
Theorem 5. If the serialization conjecture holds then DDD solves MPTOH(n; p) is
an optimal number of moves.
Proof. Follows directly from Theorems 3 and 4.
It is interesting to see that the behaviour of DDD is identical to that of the classical
algorithm when DDD is applied to solve the classical Towers of Hanoi problem (that
is, MPTOH(n; 1)).
7. List of tables
Algorithm DDD presented in Section 6 involved the expressions for N ( ), T ( ), X ( ),
and f( ). These expressions have been dened in Section 4 and their implications were
discussed in Sections 5 and 6. Some numeric values for these expressions are tabulated
here to facilitate a quick look at how DDD actually works. Tables 1{4 will be useful
in appreciating the execution trace of DDD given in Section 8.
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Table 1
N (k; p)
knp 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
2 1 3 6 10 15 21 28 36 45 55
3 1 4 10 20 35 56 84 120 165 220
4 1 5 15 35 70 126 210 330 495 715
5 1 6 21 56 126 252 462 792 1287 2002
6 1 7 28 84 210 462 924 1716 3003 5005
7 1 8 36 120 330 792 1716 3432 6435 11440
8 1 9 45 165 495 1287 3003 6435 12870 24310
9 1 10 55 220 715 2002 5005 11440 24310 48620
10 1 11 66 286 1001 3003 8008 19448 43758 92378
Table 2
T (i; p)
inp 1 2 3 4
0 1 1 1 1
1 2 3 4 5
2 3 6 10 15
3 4 10 20 35
4 5 15 35 70
Table 3
X (i; p)
inp 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4
1 2 5 9 14
2 3 9 19 34
3 4 14 34 69
4 5 20 55 125
8. Example
An execution trace of algorithm DDD for solving MPTOH(7,2) is given below. The
successive calls to DDD() and distribute() are shown along with their actual parameters.
The distribution of disks onto the accessory pegs is also shown. The notation i! j
used below is meant to indicate the move of the topmost disk from peg i to peg j. The
entry to and exit from each level of recursion is also indicated to enhance readability.
A remark of the form [Undo move i exchanging c and d] against a move refers to
the undoing process mentioned in Section 6. If move i is of the form j! k, the move
generated by the undoing process would be k 0! j0, where j0 is same as j except when
j is c or d. In case j is c (or d) the value of j0 becomes d (or c). In an identical
manner k 0 is derived from k.
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Table 4
f(n; p)
nnp 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
3 7 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
4 15 9 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
5 31 13 11 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
6 63 17 15 13 11 11 11 11 11 11
7 127 25 19 17 15 13 13 13 13 13
8 255 33 23 21 19 17 15 15 15 15
9 511 41 27 25 23 21 19 17 17 17
10 1023 49 31 29 27 25 23 21 19 19
11 2047 65 39 33 31 29 27 25 23 21
12 4095 81 47 37 35 33 31 29 27 25
From the denitions of Section 4 and from the results of Sections 5 and 6, it can be
seen that MaxType(7; 2)=2. As T (2; 2)=6, which is less than 7, the value of limit is
2+ 1 or 3. Hence, only Type(0);Type(1);Type(2), and Type(3) disks are involved in
this problem. The number of Type(3) disks would be 7-6, that is, 1. The number of
Type(i) disks would be N (i; 2) for all i<3. That is, one disk (the only Type(0) disk)
has to undergo exactly one move, two disks (Type(1) disks) to undergo two moves
each, 3 disks (Type(2) disks) to go through 4 moves each, and nally, only one disk
(the only Type(3) disk) to undergo 8 moves making a total of f(7; 2)=25 moves
necessary to solve the problem.
DDD(7; 2; [0; 1; 2; 3]) [Recursion level1]
distribute(6; 2; h) gives h[1]= 4; h[2]= 2: So; 4 disks (d1; d2; d3; d4) are
to be stacked on peg 1; and 2 disks (d5; d6) on peg 2 when the
bottommost disk(d7) can be moved from source (peg 0) to the
destination (peg 3).
DDD(4; 2; [0; 2; 3; 1]) [Recursion level 1:1]
distribute(3; 2; h) gives h[1]= 2; h[2]= 1
DDD(2; 2; [0; 3; 1; 2]) [Recursion level 1:1:1]
distribute(1; 2; h) gives h[1]= 1; h[2]= 0
DDD(1; 2; [0; 1; 2; 3]) [Recursion level 1:1:1:1]
Move 1: (Step A) 0! 3 [Recursion 1:1:1:1 returns]
Move 2: (Step B) 0! 2
Move 3: (Step C) 3! 2 [Undo move 1; exchanging 0 and 2:]
[Recursion 1:1:1 returns]
DDD(1; 1; [0; 1; 3]) [Recursion level 1:1:2]
Move 4: (Step A) 0! 3 [Recursion 1:1:2 returns]
Move 5: (Step B) 0! 1
Move 6: (Step C) 3! 1 [Undo move 4 exchanging 0 and 1]
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Move 7: (Step C) 2! 3 [Undo move 3 exchanging 0 and 1]
Move 8: (Step C) 2! 1 [Undo move 2 exchanging 0 and 1]
Move 9: (Step C) 3! 1 [Undo move 1 exchanging 0 and 1:]
[Recursion 1:1 returns]
DDD(2; 1; [0; 3; 2]) [Recursion level 1:2]
distribute(1; 1; h) gives h[1]= 1; h[2]= 0
DDD(1; 1; [0; 2; 3]) [Recursion level 1:2:1]
Move 10: (Step A) 0! 3 [Recursion 1:2:1 returns]
Move 11: (Step B) 0! 2
Move 12: (Step C) 3! 2 [Undo move 10 exchanging 0 and 2]
[Recursion 1:2 returns]
Move 13: (Step B) 0! 3
Move 14: (Step C) 2! 0 [Undo move 12 exchanging 0 and 3]
Move 15: (Step C) 2! 3 [Undo move 11 exchanging 0 and 3]
Move 16: (Step C) 0! 3 [Undo move 10 exchanging 0 and 3]
Move 17: (Step C) 1! 0 [Undo move 9 exchanging 0 and 3]
Move 18: (Step C) 1! 2 [Undo move 8 exchanging 0 and 3]
Move 19: (Step C) 0! 2 [Undo move 7 exchanging 0 and 3]
Move 20: (Step C) 1! 0 [Undo move 6 exchanging 0 and 3]
Move 21: (Step C) 1! 3 [Undo move 5 exchanging 0 and 3]
Move 22: (Step C) 0! 3 [Undo move 4 exchanging 0 and 3]
Move 23: (Step C) 2! 0 [Undo move 3 exchanging 0 and 3]
Move 24: (Step C) 2! 3 [Undo move 2 exchanging 0 and 3]
Move 25: (Step C) 0! 3 [Undo move 1 exchanging 0 and 3]
[Recursion 1 returns]
9. Conclusion
The author strongly believes the serialization conjecture to be true. Extensive com-
putation eort could not reveal any counter example. The ndings of this paper are
strong in the sense that the multi-peg problem would cease to remain open if this con-
jecture can be proved to be true. It is hoped this work would inspire active research
in addressing the validity of the serialization conjecture. DDD has been found to op-
timally solve all instances which could be solved by using Boardman’s formulation.
The dierence between DDD and Boardman’s algorithm [1] can be felt very easily as
n and p are increased gradually when the computation of Boardman’s formulation be-
comes infeasible. The algorithm proposed has been programmed in the C language and
the source code is available with the author. Studies on the conditions of uniqueness
of disk movements in an optimal algorithm appear to be an interesting research area.
Multi-peg Towers of Hanoi problem has applications in cargo-loading [4] and related
practical problems and it could be worthwhile to explore optimization variants of the
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problem and to design approximation algorithms in specialized heuristic search [7] and
local search [8] frameworks.
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